invokes a 'doddering Jehovah' who manages to 'show them to their rooms' and to make them sleep apart 'though doors were never locked' .
Transgression of the norm leads to punishment. 'To have found a place for nowhere', for instance, illustrates, though in deliberately exaggerated form, the restrictive mechanisms of society in lines such as 'But now they come/With girls and guns/And letter home . It couples the female with the lethal and both with the schoolboy nightmare of the letter to the parents. The suppression of homosexuality, on the other hand, leads to neurotic symptoms as described in 'Sir, no man's enemy', and is therefore equally undesirable. Most of Auden's love poems illustrate the tragic lack of identity in love -which eventually leads to a questioning of its very existence. 'This lunar history', for example, begins in the manner of a seventeenth-century Metaphysical poem praising the beauty of the loved one, only to dissolve in its very first stanza:
This lunar beauty Has no history Is complete and early; If beauty later Bear any feature, It had a lover And is another. (CP 57) 'Love by ambition' goes even further by adding to the already enormous dilemma the question of the desirability of successful love. Its result is envisaged as 'Views from the rail/Of land and happiness,/Assured of all/The sofas creak' (CP 45). It describes the relapse into a certainty that is otherwise so vehemently rejected in the poems. Already the form of the quest with the triumphant return as its successful conclusion is a contradiction of what the poems so eagerly strive for: the achievement of something new and detachment from the past. Auden's poem 'This loved one', written to commemorate one of Christopher Isherwood's affairs, is at first glance a congratulation, but becomes highly ambiguous when read under these assumptions. Its first half describes almost prototypically the successful quest with the eventual discovery of the desired object. It talks about the abandoning of family as well as history, the crossing of frontiers, and gradual impoverishment as prerequisites to finding 'this last one', 'this loved one' (CP 44).
